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Around MSU
MSU named nation's fifth 'Bee Campus USA'
Bee Campus USA announced Morehead State is the fifth institution of higher education in the nation to be
certified as an affiliate of the Bee Campus USA program. The program was designed to rna rshal the strengths of
educational campuses for the benefit of pollinators.

MSU holds Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women
This past April, MSU hosted the 18th Wilma Grote Symposium for the
Advancement of Women with Sallie Bingham, world-renowned author,
philanthropist and feminist activist, serving as keynote speaker. The event is
named after Wilma Grote, former first lady of MSU and wife of President Emeritus
Nelson Grote, who helped establish the woman's studies program at MSU.

Eagle alum wins Pacesetter Award
This year, the U.S. Small Business Administration recognized JSB Industrial Solutions Inc. of Tollesboro, owned by
MSU alumnus Shana Wallingford (14), as one of the Kentucky Pacesetters. This distinction is given to outstanding
small businesses and entrepreneurs from across the Commonwealth.

New partnership opens doors for University
Dr. Ahmad Zargari, associate dean of the School of Engineering & Information Systems, and Dr. James Masterson,
chair of the Department of History, Philosophy, International Studies and Legal Studies and former director of
international education, visited Kosovo to set up a university partnership with the University for Business and
Technology (UBT) in Pristina.

Celebration of Student Scholarship observed
The 11th Annual Celebration of Student Scholarship took pia ce this
past April at the Ad ron Doran University Center. The event featured 204
presentations highlighting the exceptional efforts of 265 undergraduate and
graduate student authors and their 88 faculty mentors.

Busby awarded Americans for the Arts scholarship
Kristin Busby, a senior art major, is the recipient of a national competitive scholarship for arts administration
professionals. She attended the Americans for the Arts 2016 annual convention in Boston, Massachusetts.
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Morehead State University's Student Alumni
Ambassadors (SAA) made an even greater effort
to engage with the MSU student body during
Student Engagement & Philanthropy Month, a
national campaign sponsored by the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education Affiliated
Student Advancement Programs (CASE ASAP).
SAA organized its first-ever Student Engagement &
Philanthropy Week Feb. 8-13.
The week included a variety of everrts and activities
over the course of six days to help raise awareness
of the contributions of Eagle alumni. These included
highlights like ..Give a buck. Get a cup," providing
a cup of hot chocolate in exchange for donations
to the Student Hardship Assistance Resource
Emergency (SHARE) Fund, and 1,000 Thanks, where
students wrote personalized thank-you cards to
donors.
The week was capped off during Alumni Day at
the Eagle home basketball games, where a check
for MSU's SHARE Fund was presented to MSU
President Wayne D. Andrews and a banner was

displayed covered with .. Pledge To Be An Eagle
Forever" hearts, signifying current studerrts'
commitment to becoming active members of the
Alumni Association after graduation.
.. It really gave them time to invest in the education
of our student body regarding alumni support,..
said SAA advisor Allison Caudill (05). .,Studerrts
learned what the Alumni Association is and that it's
something they can really be a part of after they
graduate to help make a difference in the lives of
fub.Jre Eagles...

Weathers retires after rewarding career
A staple of the MSU administrative staff has decided
to call it a career.

Madonna Weathers {71 ), who has been an employee
with MSU since 1972, officially retired from the
University this past June. She was first named
associate director of student housing before
becoming director of residence education in 1985
and later director of student development in 1990.
She was than named vice president for student life
in 2002, a position she held until her retirement
During her time at MSU, she served on the SACS
Self Study Steering Committee (1998-2000) and was
co-chair of the University's Campus Giving Campaign
in 1999 and 2000. Weathers also remained active

in the community, serving on the
boards of the St. Claire Regional
Medical Canter Foundaton and
Kentucky Bank. as wall as a
member of the Morehead/Rowan
County Chamber of Commerce and
Morehead Women's Club.
"In this day and age, it is really unusual for anyone
to spend an entire career at one institution.
I consider it a blessing,'" Weathers said. "It's been
a privilege to serve MSU and our studerrts for 44
years. This is a special place because ofthe people
who genuinely care about one another and work
together to ensure the success of our students."
Summer 2018
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MSU President Wayne D. Andrews
announces planned retirement
For 13 years, Dr. Wayne D. Andrews has proudly
served as president of Morehead State University
and helped the Eagle Nation soar to new heights.
Now, he is planning to embark on a new journey.
At a special convocation with faculty and staff in
May, President Andrews announced his intention to
retire from the presidency effective June 30, 2017.
“Sue and I have been discussing retirement with
our family for the past year. After considerable
thought and prayer, we believe now is the time to
give the Board notice of our intention to retire,”
said Dr. Andrews. “I am very proud of what we’ve
accomplished and I look forward to leaving
Morehead State University on a solid foundation
upon which the next president will continue to
build.”
Paul C. Goodpaster (89), chair of the Board of
Regents, recounted some of the accomplishments
during Andrews’ time in leadership at MSU. He
noted that Andrews’ mantra has been to “plan the
work and work the plan.” The results of careful
planning have yielded a clear focus on the direction
that the University is heading to become the “Best
Regional University in the South.”
6 |
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Academically, the University was reaccredited
in 2011, and began offering its first doctoral
degree program in education in 2010. Andrews
was the driving force behind the establishment of
the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science &
Mathematics, a dual-credit residential high school
for academically exceptional Kentucky students
on MSU’s main campus. The University conducted
its first comprehensive capital campaign under
Andrews’ leadership. The campaign goal of $25
million has been exceeded by $14 million to date.
The University’s endowment has grown from $19.2
million in 2004 to $43 million currently.
MSU has constructed three state-of-the-art
education buildings during his tenure: the Center
for Health, Education and Research (in conjunction
with St. Claire Regional Medical Center and
the University of Kentucky), the Equine Health
Education Center and the Space Science Center.
Student life also has significantly improved during
Andrews’ presidency. The University has refreshed
six residence halls, built two new residence halls at
the University Farm and is in the process of building
a new 550-bed hall on the main campus set to
open this fall. The wired and wireless information
technology infrastructure throughout campus also

will be updated by this fall and
students will begin to enjoy a
dual-purpose dining hall and
parking garage in 2018.
“President Andrews has
brought tremendous energy to
his work at MSU. He has had
a remarkable impact on the
campus and in the community.
He has earned the respect
of his colleagues throughout
higher education in Kentucky
and beyond,” Goodpaster said.

“Serving as
president of MSU
has been the
highlight of my
40 years in higher
education ...”

attendance at the specially
called convocation. “I will
continue to lead the University
with enthusiasm and focus to
ensure that MSU is positioned
as well as possible for my
successor in 2017.”

Goodpaster named a ninemember presidential search
and screening advisory
President Andrews
committee to help conduct
a national search for the
next MSU president. The
committee is chaired by Wayne Martin (68),
Dr. Andrews, a New England native who made
vice chair of the Board of Regents. Additional
Appalachia his adopted home, has served as
committee appointments include: Kathy Walker
the 13th president of MSU since January 1, 2005.
(88), regent, vice chair; Dr. Royal Berglee, faculty
He is a graduate of Fitchburg State University in
regent; Dr. Shannon Harr (99), staff regent; Adam
Massachusetts, where he earned a B.S. in 1974,
Abbott, student regent; Eric Howard (81), Alumni
and of West Virginia University, where he received
Association member and regent; Buckner Hinkle,
a master’s in 1976 and a doctorate in 1977. He
MSU Foundation Board of Directors member;
has served in a variety of roles, including tenured
Dr. Michelle Kunz, faculty; and Karen Chaney (67),
professorships, department chair, executive
community representative. Goodpaster will serve in
assistant to the president, vice president for student
an ex-officio capacity.
affairs and vice president for administration, along
“Having chaired a presidential search in 1992,
with the title of vice president for administration
I understand the work we have ahead of us,”
and chief operating officer. He was recognized in
Martin said. “However, I know given the committee
1993 with his selection as a Fellow of the American
membership and the commitment these people
Council on Education (ACE).
have to MSU, the year ahead will be exciting. We
During the convocation ceremony, Dr. Andrews
want to be as transparent as possible and welcome
assured those in attendance he would devote as
broad input.”
much energy to the final days of his presidency as
Goodpaster added, “While President Andrews will
he did on day one.
leave big shoes to fill, I am confident the individuals
“Serving as president of MSU has been the
selected will help bring a strong group of innovative,
highlight of my 40 years in higher education,”
inspiring and thoughtful leaders forward to the
Board.”
Dr. Andrews shared with MSU faculty and staff in

For additional information on the presidential search process,
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/presidentialsearch.
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Growing up, studying Spanish was
a way for Matthew Harrison (16) to
further his interest in other cultures.
Now, his degree in Spanish is
helping him put an extra stamp on his
passport
The MSU grad will be flying across
the Atlantic this September to serve
two years as a teaching assistant in
Logroi'\o, Spain, where he will increase
his knowledge of Spanish while also
helping young people learn English.
A native of Independence, Kentucky, Harrison
excelled in his high school Spanish classes and
thought it would be his ticket to an international
experience after collage.
.. I really wanted to travel and with a degree in
Spanish, I knew that I would have many mora
opportunities," he said.
He attended MSU on a scholarship and eventually
earned a Bachelor of Arts in Spanish and an
associate's degree in applied business. He was both
physically and socially active on campus, going
hiking and rock climbing in the outdoors while also
participating in the Upward Bound TRIO program
and becoming a member of both Sigma Delta Pi
fraternity and En actus, where he eventually served
as vice president.
I I www.moreheadstate.edu/stetement

did some long-distance
in
college studying abroad at the lnstituto
Tacnol6gico de Costa Rica in Costa Rica
for a semester. He said this experience,
combined with the guidance of MSU
faculty, helped him make huge strides
toward his career goals.
..Dr. ltzl\ Zavala-Garrett (associate
professor of Spanish) has been a big help,"
he said. "She's a wonderful professor and
her classes have prepared me to go out
into the Spanish world with confidence."
Harrison said he was informed of the teaching
assistantship opportunity in Spain by both his
advisor, Dr. Philip Krummrich, professor of
comparative literature, and his girlfriend, Danialla
Waik (16), who will join him on the trip. After he
finishes his two years there, he plans to attend
graduate school to study economics, finance and
public administration in the hopes of working in
either international nonprofit management or
economic development. Harrison said he owes a lot
to Morehead State for getting him ready for current
and future opportunities.
.. I've had the experience to work with people from
many different backgrounds and it has allowed me to
be open to new experiences and learn other people's
points of view,.. he said. "MSU has really prepared
me to go out into the world."'

Adolfo Enrique Samudio Cano will be the first to tell
you that drawing is not his forte. But as a senior
majoring in design and manufacturing engineering
at Morehead State University, he's using creativity
and technology to make his ideas a reality.

and the University started bringing 3-D printers and
other state-of-the-art technology to campus, his
axcitamentfor learning increased (along with his
GPA) from being able to create his ideas digitally
and physically bring them to life.

As an only child originally from Mexico City, Mexico,
Cano first came into contact with engineering
thanks to his father, Adolfo Enrique Samudio
Man cera, who worked in telecommunications.

As an Undergraduate Research Fellow under the
mantorship of Dr. Jorge Alberto Ortega-Moody,
fellow Mexico native and assistant professor of
engineering and technology management, Cano
and a team of students helped design, build and
operate a delta robot as part oftheir robotics
training team. In doing so, they essentially came up
with both a cost-effective method of manufacturing
robots versus purchasing them while giving
students a hands-on learning experience training in
mechatronics, programming and design.

"I grew up in all this technology and building
stuff," he said. "I like machines, cars, I never really
thought about baing anything else."
When looking at collages, he had the opporb.mity
to attend MSU on a full athletic scholarship, but he
also had a friend from his home country who had
taken a tour of MSU and made him feel it was the
right change from his normal busy surroundings.
.al was looking for something more relaxed, more
calm, more slow-paced," he said. "Once I put it all
together, it was a good fit."
Cano initially majored in the engineering
manufacturing program at MSU but soon gravitated
toward design. He said he was never the greatest
student in high school, but when he got into design

Currently one semester away from graduation,
Cano is continuing his Undergraduate Research
Fellowship this summer under Dr. Ortega-Moody
and contemplating whether to enter the job market
or continue earning his master's in engineering from
MSU. He feels his experience as an Eagle has him
prepared and he feels confident about his future.
"I think I'm ready for both," Cano said. "I just feel I
will do good out there."
Summer 2016
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TEACH

MSUTeach hopes to transform science and math education in Kentucky
Morehead State University has its roots in teaching

of Science degree and teacher certification in

people how to be great teachers themselves. This
has led to MSU becoming a beacon for teacher
education where students graduate and go on to be
impactful educators in Eastern Kentucky and beyond.

secondary education within four years.
Dr. Edna Schack, professor of education, and
Dr. Michael Dobranski, associate professor of
mathematics, are co-directors of the MSUTeach

As much as MSU has done for teacher education,
there's still plenty of work to be done - especially
regarding teachers in the in-demand disciplines of
science. technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM). With the implementation of MSUTeach,

program. It was developed at MSU in 2015 with
the first MSUTeach students enrolling in classes in
Spring 2016. In these classes, MSU Master Teachers
Lynn Eisenhour and Kendra Schroeder help integrate
pedagogy into STEM content areas with a heavy

the University has taken a hugely innovative step
forward toward improving science and math

emphasis on labs and a •try-out" teaching course.

education in the Commonwealth.

lhe goal is to get them in there and experience life
as a teacher, to a small extent," Dobranski added.

MSUTeach is a program that allows students that are
already majoring in STEM-related fields the chance
to learn the best teaching practices within their

they give them so much support in relation to the

content area, allowing them to earn both a Bachelor

field."

Schack added, ·The master teachers are key and

Summar 2018
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Students enrolled in MSUTeach will have multiple
benefits. According to Schroeder, they will be able

and once they get up to that level, you can expand

to graduate with even more options, whether they
decide to go into graduate school, teaching or
enter the job market in their chosen field. As for
Eisenhour, she's excited atthe program's potential
to lura students with a wealth of knowledge in STEM
disciplines and to give them the tools and confidence
to teach math and science in an engaging way back
in their hometowns across the state.

learning," Eisenhour said.

"As a teacher who knows your content area and
knows it so wall, you can break it down, you can
bring it down to their level, bring them right back up

12 I www.morahaldstlta.adufstltamant

and go even further and go even higher in their

The idea for MSUTeac h came from a model that was
developed deep in the heart of Texas. The original
UTeach Institute was conceived atthe University
of Texas Austin 20 years ago with the same goal
of helping bring more and better qualified science
and math teachers to classrooms. Since then,
the program has expanded and launched partner
programs like MSUTeach in 44 universities across 21
states and the District of Columbia.

Kimberly Hughes, director of the UTeach Institute at
Ute University of Texas Austin, said the conception of
UTeach presented an opportunity to find a creative
approach to get mora students studying STEM fields
involved in teaching. On a recent visit to campus,
Hughes and Or. Ronda Brandon, vice president of
teacher development at Ute National Math and
Science Initiative, said they were highly impressed
with MSU's adoption of the program.
"I think it's one of Ute best examples of the entire
campus community getting behind the initiative so
quickly," Brandon said. "There's just so much that's
going to happen because of1his synergy."
But Utis synergy wouldn't ba possible without Ute
generosity of a couple with a heart for education and
the Eagle Nation. Dr. Ernst Volgenau and his wife,
Sara (57), are longtime supporters of MSU. Sara
graduated with a degree in elementary education
from MSU while Dr. Volgenau graduated from the
U.S. Naval Academy and later earned a Ph.D. in
engineering from UCLA.
The Volgenaus have financially supported projects
in the past that have helped to enhance science
education in Eastern Kentucky, namely the Project
to Elevate Aerospace Careers in Kentucky (PEACK)
workshops in 2013, which allowed middle school
teachers to receive training to help them address the
Next Generation Science Standards. Now, through
a generous donation, the Volgenaus have provided
the financial backing to launch MSUTeach and
sustain it so it can make a difference. As a gestura,
the University named a set of classrooms in the Uoyd
Cassity Building the Lane-Volgenau Center for STEM
Education.

"I've been very concerned for years on 1he state of
science, engineering and mathematical education in
this country,"' Dr. Volgenau said.
Sara added, "This is an opportunity to educate
people who have the requisite math and science
background to be teachers as well. It's our wish to
see that kind of program growing here, particularly in
Eastern Kentucky.'"
Whether it's the teachers, the staff or 1he students
themselves, MSUTeach has a lot of people excited
about the possibilities of increasing the math and
science education of students to help both the
region's people and its economy succeed in a big
way.
"This feels like an opportunity to step up a little bit
and impact Eastern Kentucky math and science
contentteaching," Schack said. "There's just a lot of
people who are looking at this saying, 'This is cool. I
want to be a part of this.'"

Master Teachar Kendra Schroeder instructing some of the
first MSU students to go through the newly-established
MSUTeach program.

Summer 2018
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From student to teacher
This past May, Morehead State University once again held its spring commencement ceremonies to celebrate the
University's newest graduates. Among the students who donned their caps and gowns and walked the stage at the
Academic-Athletic Center was Brooke Sauley (11) from Springboro, Ohio. Sauley earned a bachelor's degree from
the College of Education in early elementary (P-5) LBD. As she goes off on her career path, we documented her last
semester as an Eagle and got her thoughts on her learning experience as a student-teacher, her time on the MSU
Equestrian Team and what it means to her and her family to be a college graduate.
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“I fully got involved with horses my sophomore year at MSU. I took
a class in saddle seat equitation the spring semester of my freshman
year and was hooked after that. My passion for horses has enhanced
my experience because it has led to everlasting friendships with my
teammates, taught me many life lessons I would not have learned
otherwise, and allowed me to spend many weekends here making some
of the best memories of my college experience.”
Summer 2 016 | 15
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“It was bittersweet taking some of my last final
exams. I feel pressure to do well on any exam, but
I knew I had to do well on these exams to go on
to graduate. My parents taught me to always give
my best in anything that I do and I always have on
every exam I have ever taken.”

18 |
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“It feels unreal to be a graduate from MSU. It seems like a
few short months ago I was moving in as a freshman knowing
only three other people on the campus. To my family, it means
a lot that I am a college graduate and I am now able to chase
my dreams. My family was extremely supportive through all
of my schooling and was always cheering me on from three
hours away. I would not have been able to walk across the
stage without their support and encouragement.”
Summer 2 016 | 19

Eagle choral director earns state music
educator award
Amanda Layne Wells (00) makes a living as a
choral director in the classroom, but it is the state
of Kentucky that is singing her praises.

bachelor’s degree, Wells went on to work as a
choral director for productions in North Carolina,
California and New York City.

The native of Pikeville, Kentucky, and former choral
director for both Rowan County Middle School and
Rowan County Senior High School was recently
named the District 8 Middle School Music Educator
of the Year by the Kentucky Music Educator’s
Association (KMEA). The district includes Rowan,
Fleming, Mason, Robertson, Nicholas, Montgomery,
Bath, Menifee, Morgan, Elliott, Lawrence, Boyd,
Carter, Greenup and Lewis counties. The KMEA
district award winner is chosen by a vote of KMEA
members from each district.

During her time teaching in Rowan County, the
middle school choir earned distinguished marks
in both state and national choral competitions.
This summer, Wells took a new and distinguished
position as vocal director of the School for the
Creative and Performing Arts (SCAPA) in Lexington,
Kentucky. As excited as she is for this opportunity,
she is equally honored and humbled to receive an
award from KMEA for her impactful work in Rowan
County.

Wells earned her bachelor’s degree in music
performance at MSU and her master’s in music
education in 2011. While attending MSU, Wells
was an actively involved student. She was the
principal flutist in the Symphony Band for several
years, served as the alto section leader for
both the Concert Choir and Chamber Singers,
and was the choral director for several musical
theatre productions on campus. After earning her

“I was sort of surprised since I’ve only been
teaching at the middle school for a couple of
years,” she said. “But, I was very grateful, because
I’ve really turned the choral program around at
the middle school, from having nothing to having a
distinguished choral program.”
Wells lives in Morehead with her husband,
Jesse Wells (08), assistant director archivist/
instructor at the Kentucky Center for Traditional
Music, and their daughter, Madalynn Rae.

Summer 2 016 | 21

has landed

During his visit 1D Morehead Stata, President
C~nton spoke with Morehead State faculty,
adminillrative officiala and state government
officials. Ha also took tha time to shake hands and
pose for plc1Ures with both students from MSU and
the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science &
Mathematics.
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Rocky and Barb Niemeyer are long-time educators
and big-time basketball fanatics for MSU
Section C, Row 7, Seats 1 and 2
For Rocky Niemeyer (90) and his wife, Barb, this
is the perfect spot in Johnson Arena to cheer on
the Morehead State Eagle Men's and Women's
Basketball teams. It's high enough for Rocky to see
the full court action. It's right across from the Eagle
bench, so Barb can study the team's body language
and behavior to get a sense of their spirits during the
game.
The couple has held these coveted seats for 10 of the
28 years they've been married, and the passion they
share for Eagle basketball and each other can also
be said for teaching.
Actually, teaching is pretty much how they met,
only not as colleagues. Barb, 78, spent much of
her early career teaching pre-school, special
education, speech pathology and working in school
administration in Arizona. She was previously
married and took a job at Ball State University
in Indiana before taking a position at MSU as a
professor of education following her divorce.
While working for the University teaching classes
in special education, pre-school, administration and
language arts, she met Rocky. Rocky, 74, who taught
briefly in northern Kentucky before pursuing a career
in pharmaceutical sales, was attending MSU at the
time getting his master's degree and Rank I teaching
certification and had Barb as an instructor for three
of his classes (he was 43 to her 471.
"We kept eyeing one another," Barb said with a
laugh. ul'm strictly professional. I'm not going to
violate those codes."
After she was no longer his teacher, Rocky and Barb
eventually started seeing each other socially and

got married. Shortly after earning his certification,
Rocky taught at Paris Independent High School in
Paris, Kentucky, before taking a job teaching special
education at Rowan County Senior High School until
his retirement.
As long as Rocky and Barb have known each other,
sports have been a common interest, but it eventually
bordered on fanaticism when it came to following
MSU basketball. They first started attending the MSU
Women's Basketball games in the early '90s to show
support for the team and eventually did the same for
the men's team. That was about 15 years ago. They
haven't missed a home game since and eventually
got those reserved seats. Frequently donning bright
neon sweatshirts at games, Barb is the more vocal
one while Rocky has become the couple's go-to signmaker and holder.
"If it's a double-header, I've got signs front and
back," Rocky said. "I've got about six, so that's 12
players. Same amount for the guys. I don't want to
leave anybody out. I made the comment to some of
them that I wish I'd never done this."
But despite the thrill the Niemeyers get from
cheering during the game, it's what happens off
the court that means the most. They show up an
hour before each game and spend time afterwards
speaking with MSU student-athletes and coaches,
which is something that means a lot more to them
than any final score or win-loss record.
"The relationships that you develop between
yourself and players, coaches, people like that, that
makes it a really valuable part of your life," Barb
said. "The people that go to the game and then
walk out the door and go home without getting any
personal contact with the folks there, they've missed
out a whole lot."
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Clyde I. James (pictured right)
chatting wtth '
former Board of Rag anti chair and
Alumni Association Board chair, and
his wife,

I

James was this year's challenge
donor for the annuai24-Hour
Challenge fundraisar for IMSUDay
on June 2.

While every gift will make a difference, there are several naming opportunities available
for those who wish to leave a lasting tangible mark on Morehead State University.
To make a contribution to the Alumni & Welcome Canter, contact the Office of
Alumni Relations and Development at 800-783-ALUM or alumni@morehaadstata.adu.

Current Morehead State students and
Eagle alumni both share a common
sentiment about Morehead State: The
relationships that develop between
students, faculty and staff make MSU
feel like family. But in the case of
Lucas Taylor (16), Adam
Taylor, Chris Morrison,
Megan Maynard and
Andrew Fields, they are
current classmates and
recent graduates who
actually are family.

Despite having different majors and/
or designations, the cousins said they
spend time together on campus and
occasionally get a bite to eat or hang
out after class.
"We do make an effort to see each other
often, but I feel like we are still focused
on doing our own thing atthe same
time," Morrison said. ult's nice getting closer with
family and I'd say attending Morehead State has
had an impact on that."
"Chris lives almost three
hours away during the
summer, but on campus, he
lived one building away from
me," Adam said. ult's a great
feeling when you know your
family is right there if you ever
need someone."

Between the five students,
they have everyone from
parents, aunts and uncles to
great uncles who can call MSU their alma mater.
With the exception of Morrison, who hails from
Springfield, Kentucky, the rest
come from Pikeville, Kentucky.
Lucas Taylor, who graduated
with a B.B.A.- Management,
is the oldest and the first cousin
to attend MSU, followed by his
younger brother, Adam, who is
currently a senior majoring in
biomedical sciences with an area
of concentration in pre-medicine.
Maynard and Morrison are both
juniors, with Morrison majoring in computer
information systems while Maynard is
earning her degree in elementary education.
Fields, a sophomore biology major, was the
last of the five to enroll as an Eagle.
30
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The choice Morrison,
Maynard, Fields and the Taylor
brothers made to attend MSU
has only strengthened their
bond while adding to a family
legacy and by the looks of it, it's
only going to keep growing.
As of now, my younger sister,
Kristen, plans on attending
MSU in the fall of 2017 and my
younger brother, Clay, says he's
heading that way fall of 2021 r,
Maynard said. "Evidently, it's just
what we do."
u

“Music isn’t life, but
there’s life in music.”
- Lawrence Banks

Former Eagle tuba player shares passion
for music with students
The quote above is something Lawrence Banks (06)
says quite frequently to his young pupils. It’s also a bit
ironic considering, as a music instructor at Lexington
Catholic High School in Lexington, Kentucky, music
has very much been Banks’ life.
The same way the Ashland, Kentucky, native said he
was almost destined to have a career in music, he
also said he was “born to be an Eagle.” His uncle,
Marshall Banks (62), was the University’s first-ever
black athlete and both of his parents and twin sister
attended MSU. His middle school band instructor
thought he had the makings (and the stature) to be
a good tuba player and it was a big instrument that
made his problems feel small, even to this day.
“Any stress whatsoever, I can just pick up my horn
and just be creative,” Banks said. “It just keeps me
focused and chill.”
Banks was making trips to Morehead long before he
became a student. His skills brought him to campus
to perform in the University’s Tri-State Middle School
Honors Band and its annual band clinic. While at Paul
Blazer High School in his hometown, he encountered
several Eagles that influenced his musical journey,
including band directors Eddie Prichard (74) and
Terry Thompson (90), assistant band directors John
Hylton (95) and Chris Whelen (95), and current MSU
music professor Dr. Stacy Baker, who gave him
private lessons as a high school student.
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While earning his Bachelor of Arts in Music
Education from MSU, Banks participated in Marching
Band, Concert Band, Symphony Band and Basketball
Band (where he eventually served as director) and
was a drum major for three years. He also developed
admiration for MSU instructors he hoped one day to
emulate.
“Those professors are geniuses, they really, really
are,” he said. “I was blessed to get an education.
Just to learn from those people at MSU was
fantastic.”
Banks eventually landed his current job at Lexington
Catholic in 2008. He not only teaches classes in jazz
band, concert band and percussion ensemble, among
others, he’s also become a father figure and friend
his students can turn to for help in and out of the
classroom.
For Banks, success with a student can take many
forms, whether they go on to be professional
musicians or music educators or just learn to
appreciate a good rhythm and melody when they
hear it. That being said, Banks thinks there are some
life lessons to be found in all those bars and notes.
“Music starts with a blueprint and when it comes to
performance, it has to be recognizable,” he said. “It’s
just good to help students set goals and work toward
the big picture.”

It is not an exaggeration to
say that teachers change
lives. Dalrita Walls (93)
and her husband James
have long understood the
role and significance that
great educators have
had in shaping their own
Iivas and the Iivas of
their three children. They
have especially seen
the impact that quality
educators have had on
their daughter, Zoe, a
junior at Rowan County
Senior High School who has Down syndrome.
Delrita said her family has continually witnessed
educators over the course of Zoe's life who have
positively influenced and empowered her to
overcome and accomplish so much. She and her
family have a strong desire to continue the progress
being made in special education programs in
Eastern Kentucky school systems.

continue building up programs
in the surrounding area
schools."
Destiny Perry of Olive Hill,
Kentucky, was the first-ever
recipient of the scholarship. Zoe
and her family were able to meet
Destiny during the 2015-16 school
year and said the experience
was encouraging.
"Destiny is a wonderful and
dedicated young woman who is
so positive and has such a heart
for her major," Delrita said. "She
immediately made a connection with Zoe and we
are looking forward to following her journey in the
years to come."

The Zoe G. Wells Scholarship supports students
majoring in education with an emphasis in special
education and gives preference to students from
Rowan, Bath, Flaming, Morgan, Menifee, Carter and
Elliott counties.

For a fund established to support special education,
its namesake is certainly a spacial and inspiring
figure. Zoe enjoys reading, singing and dancing
for fun. She stays busy as a member of the Rowan
County Senior High School's bowling team and
participating in the Special Olympics. lfs not
uncommon to find Zoe swimming at the MSU pool
or cheering on the Eagles during basketball season.
Del rita said her family is thankful to be a part of the
MSU community.

"We wanted to encourage young adults from
our area who are choosing secondary education
as a major to really look at special education
as a focus,.. Del rita said...It is our desire to see
graduates stay close to home and choose to

"My years here enabled me to better myself and
make my childhood dreams come true," Delrita
said. "Being able to give back in the form of a
scholarship ... I can't even begin to tell you what
that means to my family. It is so rewarding."

If you are interested in contributing to 1hs Zoe G. Walls Scholarship fund or would like to
explore more ways you can support students, contact the Office of Alumni Relations and Development at
800-783-AWM or alumni@moreheadstate.edu.
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Brooks Rexroat (03) has a travel opportunity most

Americans don't get. He will be gone for nine months
beginning in September, so some careful planning
and packing will be required ... and one particular
item is certain to be found in his suitcase.
''I've been advised by my Russian handler on what
sort of coats to bring," Rexroat said.
You would probably need a coat, too, if you were
going to spend the better part of a year at the Novo
Sibirsk State Pedagogical University, located in
the capital of Siberia. But the MSU alum, Marshall
University professor and writer is excited about
both the teaching and creative possibilities he'll be
afforded as a member of the prestigious Fulbright
U.S. Scholar Program.
A native of Williamsburg, Ohio, Rexroat came to
MSU as a transfer student and thrived due to the
supportive and friendly campus community. On his
way to earning a bachelor's degree in journalism,
he said his professors both challenged him and
encouraged him to think freely about his writing.
"I think the thing that stood out to me is the
professors taught me to be creative and flexible in
how to use what they are teaching," Rexroat said.
"There are skills from those English courses and
those journalism courses that are transferrable
across the board."
He initially worked in journalism in various roles for
newspapers in Ohio and Tennessee while finding
plenty of time to dabble in creative writing. Inspired
by his creative writing professors and classmates at
MSU, he earned his Master of Fine Arts in Creative
Writing from Southern Illinois University in 2011.
He served as an adjunct professor for three years
at the University of Cincinnati, Xavier University
and Northern Kentucky University before taking his
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current position as a visiting assistant professor of
English at Marshall University in 2014.
Rexroat is traveling to Russia in order to conduct
creative writing workshops as a tool to help improve
the conversation skills of native Russian speakers
training to be English instructors. The author, whose
first book, "Pine Gap," is slated for release early
next year, will also be in Russia to simply write
more stories in an environment he predicts will be
both fascinating and inspiring. Rexroat is excited
to be given the opportunity to travel and try out this
interesting experiment that has immense potential.
"This is a chance to engage more of our best
creative writers to teach what they are best at
while making a real difference in improving foreign
scholars' English skills," he said. ''I'm just a curious
person, so I want to know if this idea works and test
this on the highest level."

For an education student. the first foray into studentteaching can be an exciting and challenging
experience that helps would-be teachers get a
glimpse into their future as an educator.
This is what Franca Joseph is about to go through
this fall. But the MSU senior, currently majoring in
early elementary education and special education
with a focus in learning and behavior disorders, has
one lass thing to worry about thanks to the Ruth
Boggs Shannon and E.L. Shannon Jr. Scholarship
Endowment
The scholarship was established by Ruth Boggs
Shannon (45) and her lata husband, both of Whittier,
California. The couple met at MSU after he moved
to the campus following his service in World War II.
She went on to earn her teaching degree from the
University.
·As a former educator, Mrs. Shannon has a passion
for assisting young people entering the profession,..
said Mindy Highley (91 ), assists nt vice president
for alumni relations and development ·she and her
husband created this scholarship specifically to assist
students with the additional expenses they incur
during their student-teaching semester so they are
able to focus completely on their teaching ...

The couple have bean generous donors to MSU and
established two endowments specifically to support
the College of Education. The Ruth Boggs Shannon
and E.l. Shannon Jr. Scholarship is for teacher
education students who have a minimum 3.5 GPA,
among other select criteria.
Joseph, a native of Worthington, Kentucky, was
already attending MSU with the help of the
Commonwealth Scholarship and applied for the
Shannon scholarship under the recommendation of
her advisors. She will be able to use the $1,000 award
to cover expenses during her semester of studentteaching.
·student-teaching is full-time. You're in the classroom
40 hours a week, so I really worried about being able
to put 100 percent into that while having to work
as well," she said. '"I am very honored to receive it
because it has lifted a huge burden from me."
Joseph said she already feels well prep ared thanks to
the instruction she has received, but she can barely
contain her enthusiasm at the idea of going into the
world of teaching full-time.
·1 just get overwhelmed, in a good way, when I think
about how it's so close and in less than six months,
I'll be a certified teacher and have my own class,..
Joseph said. '"It makes me so excited, I can't stand it'"
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Travis is tasked with helping struggling schools
Billie Travis (80) gat her first taste of teaching
in a classroom when she led a 7th grade English
class through a lesson at Scott County Junior High
School. Actus lly, it was her 7th grade Eng Iish class
... in which she was a student.
"She (the teacher) had to leave and I had to teach
the class. I never thought twice and they did what
I told them to do," Travis said. "She came back and
they were still in their seats and I was still talking."
It's that kind of classroom command, among other
things, that has allowed Travis to work nearly
three decades in education as a middle school
mathematics teacher in Scott County Public schools
and earned her the honor of being named the
2005 Kentucky Teacher ofthe Year. Now, it is her
confidence, knowledge and experience in the field
that has allowed her to adva nee to her current
position helping struggling schools as an education
recovery specialist for Kentucky's Department of
Education (KDE).
A native of Stamping Ground, Kentucky, and a
first-generation college student Travis graduated
from MSU with a bachelor's degree in elementary
education before earning her master's degree
in education from Georgetown College in 1987.
Throughout her teaching career, where she taught
at both the elementary and middle school level,
3&
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Travis found ways to make teaching interesting for
herself and her students.
.. If they really don't get it. you have to make it
appeal to them,· she said ...It's not just knowing the
content, it's knowing the child and being able to
reach that child...
Travis will be the first to tell you that "teaching's not
for sissies,'" and her current job certainly isn't. She
is required to go to schools with low test scores
-oftentimes in urban areas in Louisville and other
counties in Northwest Kentucky- and work with
teachers, administrators and students. She provides
lesson plans and offers guidance on curriculum to
bring up test scores but also hopes to create an
environment where students can thrive despite
difficult circumstances outside the classroom.
..You have that urban city child who comes to
school for the meals,· Travis said. ""These students
deserve an education just like everybody else."
Even though Travis has no thoughts of retiring,
her responsibilities come with their fair share of
challenges. However, Travis relishes the fulfillment
and the small victories her work brings her.
""When a teacher gets it, there are more students
getting it," she said. And that's the beautiful thing
about this job. If I can get to more teachers, I can
get to more students."
Ill

While most teachers will be looking forward to some
time off for the holidays this December, MSU alum
Sam Nartbam (11) will be em barking on a once-in-alifetime journey to Antarctica to teach his students
about geography, science and conservation.
Northern, a library media specialist at Simpson
Elementary School in Franklin, Kentucky, is among
35 educators in the U.S. and Canada chosen for the
2016 Unblad Expeditions and National Geographic
Grosvenor Teacher Fellowship. The program, now
in its 10th year, offers K-12 educators a professional
development opportunity to bring an immersive
geographic learning experience back to their
students and communities.
Northern first heard about the Linblad National
Geographic expeditions in 2014, when he was abroad
for the Fulbright-Hays Summer Seminars Abroad
Program. After an extensive application project he
received a phone call in February that was amazing
news for him and his school.

·1 informed the students about my upcoming
expedition to Antarctica and they are beyond
excited," he said. "They seem utterly amazed that
their librarian will soon voyage to the coldest
windiest, driest place on Earth...
To prepare for the expedition, Northern traveled
to Washington, D.C., in April, where he attended
a photography workshop and met with expedition
naturalists and previous Grosvenor Fellows. While on

the 14-day expedition, he will have the opportunity
to hike, kayak, encounter wildlife and explore one of
the most remote locations in the world. As a twotime winner of the Kentucky Education Association's
Diversity Lesson Plan contest, Northern said he
plans to use what he learns on the expedition to
create interdisciplinary activities for students at
varying age levels.
The fellowship will help Northern develop a library
media curriculum that provides opportunities for
students to research places and culb.Jres from
around the world, nurturing a global perspective.
He plans to collaborate with individual teachers on
research activities that align with classroom reading,
writing and social studies standards. But in the
bigger picture, he hopes he can use what he learns
in Antarctica to help his students develop a greater
appreciation for nature and people.
"In order to design instruction that connects
students to the world, I look for opportunities to
travel and experience diversity first-hand,'" Northern
said. ·Each new experience, domestic or abroad,
assists me in facilitating instruction where students
are eager to discover what the world has to offer...
Northern said he plans to post daily blog updates
at www.journey2antarctica.blogspot.com before,
during and after the expedition so his family, friends,
colleagues and students can stay up-to-date on his
adventures.
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Above: Paul Goadpastar (19)- pictured left- Board of Regents
chair, and President Wayne D. Andrews (right), award
honorary doctorate degrees to S1re Lin• Volganau {57) and
Dr. Ernst Volgenau at the Spring Commencement ceremony.

Right: Carter Ryann Kozar (16) of Richmond was the morning
student speaker.
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MSU’s Office of Student Activities, Inclusion and Leadership Development sponsored its 32nd
Semi-Annual Rites of Passage Recognition Ceremony. Spring graduates who participated were:
Front row (left to right): Savannah Jo Anderson (16), Chamari R. Davis (16), Kadi Fall (16),
LaShayna Nicole Sawyers (16), Kameren Clark (16), Jasmine Amelia Barbee (16), JaiNai Fields
(16), Peggy Sowah (16) and Daveda Asberry (16).
Back row (left to right): Eric Pugh (16), Timothy Raynard Dysart II (16), Lyonell Emanuel Gaines
Jr. (16), Ronald Blair Cooper (16), Corban Collins (16), Shian Shontal Lee Jordan (16), Natasha
Diehl (16), Brian Bryson (16), Shakira Kisa Hightower (16), KyVonne Lackey (16), Darius Clay (16)
and Anthony Elechi (16).
Below: Cadets Ashley McClaskey (16), Travis Erwin (16), Frankie Erwin (16), Zack Blevins
(16) and Eric Napier (16) of MSU’s ROTC program were commissioned as officers during the
commencement ceremony.

Above: Tobee Keith Hagerman (16) of
Georgetown was the afternoon student
speaker.
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#MSUGala2016
Eagles and friends get down with an evening of MoTown

“It’s our biggest one-night fundraiser of
the year. We bring folks from the broader
community together to celebrate both our
student and faculty talents, as well as raising
funds for much-needed campus initiatives.”
- Mindy Highley
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www.facebook.com/msualumniandfriends
@MSU_AlumniAssn
@MSU_Alumni
Follow the Alumni Association on social media and look for
upcoming MSU Alumni Association events in your area.

Tampa Alumni Reception
March 15

Ohio Music Educators Association Conference
Jan. 29

Orlando Alumni Reception
March 14

Ohio Valley Conference Men’s Basketball Tournament
Pre-Game Reception
March 3

Alumni Day at Keeneland
April 10

Kentucky Music Educators Association Conference
Feb. 4

Sarasota Alumni Reception
March 17
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Christian Galaski (98) has parts of his work history
that look less like a resume and more like a list of
roles for a Hollywood action star.
Navy SEAL Counter-terrorism operations officer.
FBI spacial agent
Galaski has worked both in tha field and behind the
scanas. He has overseen and axacutad counterdrug and counter-terrorism missions in South
America. As a maritime plans and exercise officer
of Special Operations Command South (SOCSOUTH)

from 2005 to 2007, he wrote and developed strategies
for special forces employment and axacutad
exercises and operations under the direction of
multiple Joint Chiefs of Staff. He eventually left
the military and landed a job as a special agent
for the FBI in 2007, spending his first four years
investigating terrorism cases at the agency's field
office in St. Louis, Missouri, before undergoing what
he said was the toughest physical training he's aver
experienced for his current position as a member of
tha FBI's Hostage Rascua Taam (HRT).
Summer 2016
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Galeski conducting a military free fall
parachute jump with the FBI’s Hostage
Rescue Team (HRT).

Despite his extensive military background,
experience and expertise, Galeski is reluctant to
chalk up the ascension of his career to his own
abilities.

(improvised explosive devices). Even though the
HRT conducted rehearsals during the six-day
negotiation period, Galeski said it was a challenging
mission to plan.

“Luck and timing. I can’t say that enough about
everything I’ve ever done,” he said. “Your training
can influence it a little bit. People can help you out a
little bit, but a lot of times, it’s luck and timing.”

“It was an exceptionally unique situation. I have
never known of a time where a kid has been pulled
into an underground bunker,” Galeski said. “There’s
no bunker training. The amount of contingencies, it
was more than I had ever seen.”

The nature of Galeski’s work throughout his career
is often classified, frequently fascinating and
occasionally dangerous. While he would rather
have the details of his team’s various missions
and personal heroics kept under wraps, there
are certain situations that rise above the level of
routine.
One such circumstance occurred in Alabama on
Jan. 29, 2013. A man hijacked a school bus, shot
and killed a bus driver, kidnapped a five-year-old
boy and held him hostage in a fortified underground
bunker in his home for six days. On Feb. 4, Galeski
and the FBI’s HRT came in to conduct a rescue
operation when negotiations dissolved.
“When we get called in, they’ve reached the limits
of their capabilities,” he said. “Past us, there’s no
one else to call.”
The suspect was armed and entry to the bunker
was lined with obstacles that included IEDs
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Nothing went according to plan. The HRT didn’t
anticipate the net of cables they would have to cut
and shoot through once they breached the bunker,
all the while throwing concussion grenades to
distract the suspect who was shooting at them with
a handgun and detonating an IED that was placed
outside the bunker. Between the darkness and
the smoke – illuminated only by the lights on the
agents’ guns and helmets – Galeski felt like he was
underwater, with visibility limited to a foot in front
of his face. In times like this – loaded down with
adrenaline and surrounded by uncertainty, peril
and chaos – he said his personality and his training
helped him keep his focus.
“So many times in this job, you’ll have to make
decisions on your own,” he said. “Even with your
own team, you’re not waiting around for people to
tell you what to do.”

The team then dropped 10 feet through the bunker
opening. Through a claustrophobic shootout and
physical struggle, the HRT managed to successfully
execute their mission, resulting in the suspect being
neutralized and the hostage's life being saved.

..1don't know how none of us got shot.... he said.
·uke I said ... luck and timing. Everyone walked
out without a single scratch, pretty much. Even the
boy."
Despite the distinct circumstances of the Alabama
hostage rescue, Galeski saw it as all in a day's
work. His agency- and The White House-thought
differentty.
Galeski and members of his HRT have received
various honors due to their actions on that day
in Alabama. But on Feb. 11, 2015, Vice President
Joe Bid en and then Attorney General Eric Holder
presented Galeski and his fellow agents with the
Public Safety Officer Medal of Valor.

people getting awards ... I'm watching them get
recognized for stuff they did that I had no idea they
did."
Years have passed since that one unique hostage
rescue and Galeski has a job he still very much
enjoys. Not many people gat to travel the country
training in scuba diving, skydiving or getting to
"shoot and blow things up." But the training and the
work he does every day is for those times where
lives are at stake and his actions- whether it's the
days of planning with his team or the individual
decisions he makes in a matter of seconds- helps
someone get from danger to safety. That kind of
reward doesn't require any ceremony.
"If I hadn't gotten any of these awards, that
would have been just fine. I would have had the
satisfaction of the job," he said, pausing in thought
"The luck and the timing of it all, you know."

He understands why the situation he was involved
in would warrant nomination from his superiors but
even he wasn't prepared for the amount of attention
a White House honor brings•

..1never knew it was going to have such farreaching exposure," he said...That"s one of five
awards I received, and that"s all over the internet"
Galeski is not exactly self-congratulatory. In fact,
he thinks it's all a bit much. He received an award
five months ago for a job he did three years ago.
He knows there are plenty of people out there
who do amazing things in their jobs every day that
aren't getting White House invites and medals
placed around their necks. But the one thing he
has enjoyed about the showering of accolades is
learning about the work of others.
..Part of my job is not being thrown into the public
for what your job is," he said. "What"s a lot more
humbling is getting to hear the other stories of
Summer 2016
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Eagle advocates for
physical education with the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
When Robin
•MeMe• Ratliff
{95) first decided
to pursue a career
teaching health and physical education (P.E.), she
could have been happy simply instructing students
in her home state of Kentucky. However, her passion
for P.E. coupled with her incredible abilities and
professional achievements has led to an amazing
adventure- an adventure that has featured a number
of trips to Seatde, Washington.
"I've lost count of how many times I've been,"
Ratliff said. "But the work I've done there has been
indescribable."
The reason for these Pacific Northwest visits was
Ratliff's selection as a member of the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation's Teacher Advisory Council. This
group of exceptional educators Ratliff is a part of
provides candid, thoughtful, on-the-ground feedback
to advise the Foundation's planning, design and
implementation of efforts to elevate the teaching
profession and to improve upon the work of the
Foundation in education.
Before Ratliff had the opportunity to meet with
some of the most influential figures in the worlds
oftechnology and philanthropy, she was just a kid
from Paintsville, Kentucky. She grew up in a family
of teachers and was influenced by her uncle Nelson
Gullett (69) and especially her aunt Connie Maek (73).
Both were physical education teachers and Ratliff
can easily recall riding to school with her aunt and
watching in admiration at the way she managed her
classroom and interacted with her students.
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"I have pretty much patterned my life after her and
wanted to follow in her footsteps,"' she said. ·she
was my role model and thafs what I thought I'd love
to do."
Ratliff enrolled at MSU, where she graduated with
degrees in physical education and health. She
spent two years teaching physical education in the
Johnson County school system, in addition to serving
as an elementary basketball and high school softball
coach, among other roles. She transitioned to her
current position as the physical activity leader at
Greenwood Elementary School in louisville in 1997.
Since Ratliff began her tenure with Greenwood
Elementary, she has become a stand-out educator
in the state and has the accolades to prove it She
was named Kentucky Elementary Physical Education
Teacher of the Year in 2013 and a 2015 Hope Street
Group Kentucky State Teacher Fellow, working with
policymakers at both the district and state level. She
also serves as state lead planner and sits on the
Executive Planning Committee for the Elevating and
Celebrating Effective Teaching and Teachers (ECET2)
movement Ratliff's connections made at an ECET2
event ultimately led to her nomination and eventual
selection to the Gates Foundation's Teacher Advisory
Council in 2014, much to her surprise.
"I thought as I interviewed, I may have turned them
off because of my passion for physical education,'"
she said. "I was a voice for physical education and
health and I wanted them to have an equal seat at the
table."
largely due to her work she and her colleagues
have done with the Foundation, Ratliff has been even

more motivated to do her part to change education
for the better and make an impact both locally
and nationally. More recently, Ratliff added to her
resume co-founder of #KYEdvolution, which is a
grassroots movement to help Kentucky educators
connect to improve student learning, as well as
co-founder of JCPSForward, a strategic, intentional

Dr. Mohammed Sabie

teacher-led community to identify and connect the
educators of Jefferson County Public Schools.
"I feel like I've been blessed to be around so many
great folks that have helped," she said. "I appreciate
the leadership that I've had and I appreciate the
opportunity to help lead."
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If you took a look at the various pictures through the
years in the Raconteur section in this issue (If you
haven't, go ahead and give it a gander. We'll wait ... ),
you'll see students having fun and making memories
courtesy of Mother Nature. Whether it's nearby
Eagle Lake just footsteps from campus or having
Cave Run Lake just a short drive away, students have
many opportunities to hit the trails when they aren't
hitting the books.
MSU built on that when it established Outdoor
Adventures in 2012. Based in the University's
Recreation and Well ness Center, students now have
even more learning and leisure opportunities to
enhance their college experience by engaging in the
great outdoors.
Outdoor Adventures offers a variety of services,
allowing both students and community members
to rent camping, outdoor cooking and climbing
equipment. They also rent kayaks for people who
want to float around Eagle Lake or mountain bikes
for those who want to take a two-wheeled trail trek
down the Sheltowee Trace Trail. Groups can also
sign up for the challenge course, a multi-level ropes
and obstacle course designed to provide both a
thrilling physical and mental challenge.

Jason Hilton, assistant director of facilities,
aquatics and outdoors atthe Recreation and
Wellness Center, said having MSU located within
the Daniel Boone National Forest makes for
numerous chances to have fun in nature.
"Our goal is really to ensure student growth and
development through personal experiences with the
outdoors," he said. "Being in this unique spot helps
us utilize that because we don't have to go far."
While Outdoor Adventures aims to enhance outdoor
recreation opportunities, it also gives students and
community members an opportunity to gain
some knowledge before they go. People can
sign up for free workshops on everything
from wilderness survival and outdoor
cooking to water purification and basic knot/
anchor building. There are also several
outdoor adventure trips planned through
the spring, with recent expeditions that
included hitting the slopes in West Virginia,
explorations in Mammoth Cave and rock
climbing in North Carolina, just to name a
few.
Hilton thinks the outdoors have always
been a great outlet for Eagle students and
Outdoor Adventures hopes to continue that
tradition and help students have amazing
social and recreational experiences.

"When they come to our programs, they find
friends and connections and it helps them build
connections to the University by enjoying their time
here," he said.
For more information on Outdoor Adventures, visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/outdoor.

Meder shows firstgraders passion for
learning and MSU

With a great-grandmother and great-aunts who call
MSU their alma mater and visits to campus on trips to
visit family in Eastern Kentucky, Laura Mader (93) fett
like she belonged here since before her first official
visit. That close connection and passion for MSU
has infiltrated her first-grade classroom at Fairborn
Primary School in Fairborn, Ohio.
"It's blue and gold everywhere," she said.
"Morehead State posters, Morehead State signs. My
kids (students) can sing the fight song at the drop of
a hat."
Part of this decorative exercise in school spirit has to
do with her school's involvement in the No Excuses
University (NEU) program, which allows a university
to "adopt" a class of students to help get them
prepared for college. Students get excited for MSU
thanks to the T-shirts, pencils and other merchandise
they receive from the University, but Meder's own
excitement for teaching and working with kids has
bean with her long before she made it a career.
As one of the oldest grandchildren in her family, she
can vividly remember corralling all the younger kids
at family reunions as a kid. She always seamed to
find an excuse to be around children, whether she
was assisting at daycares, helping out with pre52
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school swimming lessons or teaching Sunday school
at her church.
After graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in
Elementary Education, Meder initially started off as a
kindergarten teacher from 1995-2006 before moving
to first grade, which she has taught ever since. She
always knew she wanted to work with little kids, but
her daily interactions with her first-graders still gives
her a sense of wonder and surprise.
"First grade, I think is such a huge year in a kid's
development," she said. ~e really are getting into
the beginning basic skills and seeing these kids grow
and it's so wonderful and so unbelievable to sea
these kids change in a year."
Whether she is showing young students her love for
MSU or just showing them their true potantial, Meder
gets the biggest fulfillment from being there for her
kids at the start of their academic life and pointing
them in the right direction.
·some people go into education because, 'I like
science or I like this' ... but you have to have that
connection with kids," Meder said. "'If you go into
education for the right reasons, you go in because
you want to help children."

Baldwin values
history as both
teacher and author

History was a fitting focus for retired professor
Yvonne Honeycutt Baldwin (81), given the
memorable impression she left at MSU.

While she is proud of the impact she’s made on

“I was seen as a hard-ass, and nobody much
messed with me,” Baldwin said. “But for the most
part, I was loved because I still get cards and letters
from former students.”

led to her biggest accomplishment. She wanted

The Michigan native first came to MSU as a
graduate student in the late 1970s, earning her
Master of Arts in History while her late husband,
Lt. Col. Alan Baldwin (90), served in the U.S. Army
and later became an assistant professor of military
science for the University’s ROTC program, the first
of many roles he would hold with the University
(MSU’s Veterans Resource Center is named in his
honor). The couple left when Lt. Col. Baldwin was
assigned a post in Germany but later returned
to make Morehead their home in the late 1980s.
Baldwin first taught job training courses for women
before she became a history instructor and served
as director of MSU’s Academy of Arts from 1988 to
1991. She later earned her doctorate in history from
the University of Kentucky while teaching full-time,
eventually becoming a professor of history and later
department chair of the then-named Department of
Geography, Government and History at MSU.

students’ lives as a teacher, it was a publishing
requirement for earning a tenure track position that
to do a research project on Cora Wilson Stewart
(1875-1958), the first woman elected superintendent
in Rowan County and the founder of the influential
Moonlight Schools, schools that opened at night
in Kentucky to teach adult literacy classes. Her
dissertation grew into the book “Cora Wilson
Stewart and Kentucky’s Moonlight Schools: Fighting
for Literacy in America,” which was published in
2006 and focuses on the educational, social and
political issues facing Stewart during her efforts to
make a significant change in combating illiteracy in
the Commonwealth and beyond.
Whether she was telling her students to hit the books
or writing them herself, Baldwin has been able to
remind people that looking in the proverbial rearview
mirror can provide some good guidance.
“I think for Americans, in particular, an
understanding of our past is critical for us to
participate in the present and for us to be prepared
to manage the future,” she said.
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MSU Athletics lends helping hand with
community service
This past spring, the Morehead State athletic department dedicated its time and efforts to give back to the
community.
From late April to early May, Eagle student-athletes and staff members logged a total of 2,824 hours of
community service. They were involved with several youth clinics, clean-up duties, Build-a-Bed workshops,
awareness walks, working with animal shelters and visiting with cancer patients.
MSU athletic programs participated in the following activities:
Baseball: Youth baseball clinic at Allen Field
Men’s Basketball: NAMI Walk, March of Dimes 5K and Coach Woods Motivational Youth Clinic
Women’s Basketball: Rowan County Senior High School after-prom chaperones, volunteering for both the local
soup kitchen and Goodwill
Football: March of Dimes 5K, STAR Animal Shelter, Clearfield Elementary clinics and Campus Clean
Men’s Golf: Junior golf clinic at The Greenbrier, and volunteered for Eagle Trace maintenance and clean-up
Women’s Golf: College of Business & Technology golf outing at Eagle Trace
Rifle: Build-a-Bed at Peddler’s Mall, dorm room tour orientation and Rowan County Senior High School
after-prom chaperones
Soccer: Visits with cancer patients at the Hope Lodge in Lexington, NAMI Walk and volunteering at the Rowan
County Animal Shelter
Softball: Youth clinics and clean-up with the Rowan County Department of Parks and Recreation
Cross Country & Track: Rowan County Senior High School track meet maintenance
Volleyball: Youth clinics at Rowan County elementary schools
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Former MSU football players Luke
Keller (16) and Tanner Napier (16)
have each been named to the National
Football Foundation and College Football
Hall of Fame Hampshire Honor Society.
The Hampshire Honor Society consists
of nominated athletes who maintained
a 3.2 GPA throughout their careers. The
program began in 2007, and Keller and
Napier were among a record 868 players
honored for 2015. The MSU program has
had at least one player honored by the NFF
HHS seven of the last eight years.
Keller, a native of Lucasville, Ohio,
returned from a potential career-ending
medical condition to rank fourth on
the team with 56 tackles in just six games.
He ranked third on the team with nine tackles for
loss (minus 36 yards) and had three sacks. He

recovered a fumble on the final play of the
2015 season at Maristto preserve a 20-17
win and a 7-4 season. Keller was named PFL
Defensive Player of the Week once and was
an Honorable Mention National Player of
the Week by STATS. He was named FirstTeam Academic AII-PFL and to the PFL
Academic Honor Roll.
Napier, a native of Lexington, Kentucky,
earned a 3.3 GPA in sport management.
He hauled in a career-best 56 catches
for a career-best 760 yards and five
touchdowns in 2015. Napier had a pair
of 100-yard games, recording 137 against
Dayton and 149 versus Marist while finding
the end zone versus both those PFL foes. He
was awarded PFL Player of the Week once
and was named Second-Team Academic AII-PFL,
as well as being on the PFL Academic Honor Roll.

Three Eagles get drafted to the MLB
A trio of Eagle baseball players will be spreading
their wings in the big leagues. With the selections
of pitcher Matt Anderson (16) to the Pittsburgh
Pirates in the 10th round, pitcher
Tyler Keele (1&) to the Arizona
Diamondbacks in the 15th round
and senior pitcher Patrick McGuff
to the Minnesota Twins in the 36th
round, MSU now has 29 athletes in
the history of the program that have
been taken in the MLB Draft This
also marks the first time since 1983
that the MSU program has had three
draft picks in the same season.
With a fastball touching the mid-90s,
Anderson, a native of McDonough, Georgia,
was named First-Team All-Ohio Val lay
Conference this year, ranking second in the
league with a school single-season record 130
strikeouts. He led all starters with a 2.85 earned
run avarage and posted an 8-3
record. Opponents only managed
a .222 batting average against him
in 15 starts. He had six double-digit
strikaout games, including a careerhigh 16 versus Tennessee Tech.
Anderson led the nation in
strikeouts per nine innings for much
of the year and currently ranks
second (12.76). He led the Eagles
in strikeouts all four seasons in an
Eagle uniform.
In the MSU record book, he now ranks fourth in
single-season wins (8) and third in single-season
strikeouts per nine innings (12.82). On the career
charts, he ranks second in strikeouts (321) and
games started (44), third in innings pitched (283.2)
and fifth in strikeouts per innings (10.20). Anderson
was also named Second-Team Academic AIIAmarica by members of the College Sports
51 I www.moreheadstata.edu/statamant

Information Directors of America (CoSIDA).
He graduated with a bachelor's degree in
construction management and finished with a 3.91
cumulative GPA.
Keele, a native of Clayton, North Carolina,
was a four-year senior who graduated
with his bachelor's degree this summer.
He increased his fastball velocity to the
consistent lower-to-mid-90s over his

He limited opponents to a .187
batting avarage this season and
posted a team-best seven saves
in 24 appearances. He had 39
strikeouts in 34 innings. His top
effort arguably came in a sixaut save at Xavier in April when
he struck out all six batters. He
came back the next day and
recorded another save.
For his career, Keele recorded
151 strikeouts and made 77 appaarances to
rank in the top 10 in career appearances for
the Eagle program.
McGuff, a native of Hamilton, Ohio, pitched
the last two years forth e Eagles after
transferring from Sinclair (Ohio) Community
College. He served a variety of roles on the
pitching staff, appearing in 18 games in 2016
and starting eight He finished with a 4.73 ERA and
was 5-3. He fashioned 63 strikeouts in 59 innings.
Opponents only hit .260 against him.
His top start of 2016 came on April29 against Austin
Peay. In an 11-1 vieta ry, he went a career-best eight
innings and struck out five while allowing just the
one run. In the OVC Tournament versus Southeast
Missouri (SEMO), McGufftossed 4.1 innings in relief
and made seven SEMO hitters whiff.

Nine MSU cheerleaders lead Team USA to
All-Girl World Title
Morehead State cheerleaders helped lead Team
USA’s All-Girl squad to a World Championship at
the International Cheer Union World Cheerleading
Championship at the ESPN Wide World of Sports
Complex in Orlando, Florida.
Jocelyn Stephens (16), Lauren Strasser (16),
Kellen Gades (16), Tristan Hawk, Jade Morgan,
Ali Bianco, Kelsey Davis, Lauren Santoru (16) and
Ashley Curtiss (16) represented Morehead State
on the 36-person Team USA squad.
Cheerleaders from Indiana, Alabama, Oklahoma
State, NC State, West Georgia, BYU, Hofstra

and Hawaii Pacific were also included. Over 60
countries were represented in the championships.
In preparation of ICU Worlds, the team condensed
10 months of training in as many days, a grueling
mental and physical test that ultimately pulled
them closer together and led to victory.
In January, Morehead State claimed national
titles in partner stunt team, all-girl and coed.
The victory for all-girl marked their third straight
championship and 11th overall. With the sweep of
championships, MSU cheerleading adds to their
tradition of excellence, now holding 39 UCA titles
since the program’s start in 1988.

To purchase tickets, view current schedules, rosters and more, visit

www.MSUEagles.com.
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Eagles finish runner-up during impressive
run in the CBI Tournament
After the Morehead State Eagle Basketball team
received an invite to the College Basketball
Invitational (CBI), the team showed equal parts
skill, effort and heart that was a single shot short
of MSU’s first CBI tournament championship.

a 13-point second half deficit to force overtime.
Xavier Moon, a senior guard from Goodwater,
Alabama, heaved a half-court shot as time
expired. The shot went in and out as the Eagles
fell 85-82 in the decisive game of the CBI Finals.

MSU played the opening game of the tournament
on March 15 and gained an 84-80 victory over
Siena in the first round. These were followed by
wins over Duquesne in the quarterfinals (82-72)
and Ohio in the semifinal round (77-72). This led to
a best-of-three finals series against Nevada for
the CBI championship.

With the loss, Morehead State concluded the
season at 23-14, marking the most wins for the
Eagles since they went 25-10 in 2010-11.

The Eagles won the first game 86-83 at Johnson
Arena but suffered a nine-point loss on Nevada’s
home floor in Reno in Game 2 (77-68). Nevada
hosted Game 3, where Morehead State overcame

“I can’t ask any more than what my guys gave
me,” said MSU Head Coach Sean Woods. “We
fought through a ton of adversity in front of a
hostile crowd. For these guys to play like this and
not give in is a testament to their character and
their will. But, this is what we’ve been all year.
We don’t stop playing until the final buzzer and
that’s what we did.”
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Alwnni Hall of Fame
Col. Vaughn Caudill (73) is a retired deputy comptroller with the United States Air Force
in San Antonio, Texas. Caudill has 32 years of military service and has received numerous
awards and recognition throughout his career, including the Joint Meritorious Service
Medal and the National Defense Service Medal.
Christian Galeski (98) is a special agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation and a
member of the FBI's Hostage Rescue Team (HRT). Upon graduation from MSU, Galeski joined
the Navy and completed SEAL training. In 2013, he was awarded a Public Safety Officer
Medal of Valor by the White House for his involvement in a rescue mission in Alabama.

Andy Prefontaine (71) is based in Naples, Florida, and is a successful businessman and
founder/CEO of Family Leisure Inc., a family home and leisure products retailer that has
grown to national recognition. He was very involved as a student and the first president of
the Aquila Club, the social organization that was the predecessor of Pi Kappa Alpha.

Athletic Hall of Fame
Paul Conner (67) was one of the best offensive tackles to play for the Eagles. A native of
Jessup, Georgia, he played football at Morehead State from 1964-67. He was named FirstTeam AII-OVC following his junior season in 1966, the same year he helped lead the Eagles
to ana of two OVC Championships in school history.
Shawn Johnson (DO) played baseball at Morehead State from 1982-85. A native of Grayson,
Kentucky, he was named 1985 OVC Player of the Year and helped lead the Eagles to an
OVC Championship and an NCAA Regional runner-up appearance at Michigan in 1983.
He concluded his career with an impressive .336 career batting average, held records for
most doubles in both a season and a career (17 and 38), and also tied the school record for
doubles in a game (3).
Craig Unger (05) played linebacker for More head State from 2002-04. The two-time team
captain and three-time AII-PFL selection was named Pioneer Football League Co-Defensive
Player of th a Year in 2003 and 2004. Ungar finished his ca rear with 350 tackles and led MSU
to three straight PFL South Division championships. Craig also excelled in academics during
his time at MSU, as he was named to the CoS IDA First-Team Academic All-American Team
and he was named a National Scholar-Athlete by the National Football Foundation.
&0
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Late Cheerleading Coach Myron Doan to receive the
2016 Founders Award for University Service
When it comes to the MSU cheerleading
program’s unrivaled reputation as a national
champion powerhouse, the one name that became
synonymous with the team’s success was the late
Myron Doan. The former cheerleading coach and
longtime supporter of MSU will be honored as the
recipient of the 2016 Founders Award for University
Service.
 native of Falmouth, Kentucky, Doan held both
A
bachelor’s and master’s degrees from Morehead
State University. He began his professional career
at MSU in 1971 at WMKY, where he held positions
as a music and promotions director, as well as
program director and assistant manager. Doan
joined the student life staff in 1985 as assistant to
the vice president and was named dean of students
in 1993, serving in that capacity until his retirement
in November 2004.
 oan was introduced to college cheerleading when
D
he agreed to accompany the cheer squad on road

trips and immersed himself in trainings, workshops,
and learning rules and procedures. As coach, he
helped lead the MSU cheer program to its first title
in 1988. This would be the start of a remarkable run
that led to a total of 19 national championships (six
all-girl, 13 coed) during his tenure. He was named
Cheerleader Magazine’s Coach of the Year in 2002,
was inducted into the MSU Hall of Fame in 2004, and
the University’s cheerleading practice room was
named in his honor in 2006.
In addition to his work with the cheerleading
program, Doan also served as chapter advisor for
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, mentoring young men
during their university experience.
Even after retiring from MSU after 34 years of
loyal service, Doan still remained dedicated to the
institution. He stayed involved with the cheerleading
program and even served as an interim coach in
2010. He passed away on June 22, 2014, at the age
of 64.

Who will be honored next?
If you know an Eagle alumnus who deserves to be honored, you can nominate him/her to
MSU’s Alumni Hall of Fame, Athletic Hall of Fame or for the Founders Award for University Service.
For more information, contact the Office of Alumni Relations and Development at
606-783-2080, 800-783-ALUM or visit www.moreheadstate.edu/universityawards.
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WILL EARN POINTS FOR GREAT REWARDS.
STUDENTS, ALUMNI, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ALL
THE FANS IN THE EAGLE EMPIRE!

EVERY PURCHASE MADE AT THE
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Morehead State
University Bookstore

MSU_BOOKS

INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED BY MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY.
ALL PROFITS ARE RETURNED TO MOREHEAD STATE’S GENERAL FUND IN SUPPORT OF ACADEMIC ENDEAVORS.

YOUR LARGEST SUPPLIER OF OFFICIALY-LICENSED MOREHEAD STATE APPAREL AND GIFTS.

SAVE THE DATE
events.moreheadstate.edu

AUG. 26
ADUC Renovation Groundbreaking
SEPT. 17
Family Weekend
SEPT. 30
Andrews Hall Ribbon Cutting
OCT. 2
Browning Orchard Festival
OCT. 13-15
MSU Homecoming Weekend
NOV. 6
Annual Alumni Association
Day at Churchill Downs

NOV. 9-13
MSU Alumni Association and Retiree
Association Travel Program goes to
Charleston, SC, and Savannah, GA
NOV. 11
Padula Hall Ribbon Cutting
DEC. 1-2
13th Annual Ye Olde Madrigal Feaste
DEC. 10
Fall Commencement
APR. 29
MSU Annual Spring Gala
MAY 13
Spring Commncement

Share Your Success
STATEMENT’s classnotes section has now moved online.
Please continue to submit your information to
alumni@moreheadstate.edu. Then, follow the MSU Alumni Association
on social media, where classnotes are updated frequently.
You can also view classnotes by visiting
www.moreheadstate.edu/classnotes.
www.facebook.com/msualumniandfriends
@MSU_AlumniAssn
@MSU_Alumni

The Morehead State University family remembers ...
James E. Patrick - 1966

Deborah L. Meenach - 1977

Carolyn Sue Conley - 2002

Gladys M. Browning - 1939

William Roy Porter - 1966

Samuel K. Butler - 1978

Jeffrey W. Rudd - 2002

Nora Edna Taulbee - 1943

Lillian D. Williams - 1966

Kenneth D. Caudill - 1978

Regina L. Kissick - 2006

J. Phil Smith - 1948

Wanda Lee Justice - 1968

Rodney Dale Baker - 1979

Wesley Steven Penix - 2007

Charles L. Combs - 1950

Robert D. West - 1968

Tommy A. Ferne - 1979

Michael Brandon Reed - 2009

Willow Dean Leach - 1951

Anita M. Brown - 1969

Dale Lynn Layne - 1979

Sandra Lou Bauer - 2012

Elmer Ardith Litton - 1955

Patsy Lou Kash - 1969

Christopher H. Allen - 1980

Michael Jones Lewis - 2013

Marion L. Twarogowski - 1955

Barbara Anne Sutton - 1969

Michael Wayne Bryant - 1980

Elizabeth M. Angelicchio - 2015

Franklin P. Lyons - 1956

Gerald M. Arnett - 1970

Sarah F. Garrett - 1980

Sarah Ruth Caudill - 2015

Leslie Christy - 1957

Billie Jean Clayton - 1970

Rodney Jefferson - 1980

Justin Chaffin - ND

Charles A. Brown - 1958

Sammy W. Hall - 1970

Wayne Douglas Vanover - 1980

Rodney D. Clark - ND

Ronnie E. Gilmer - 1958

Beatrice Ann Hamlin - 1970

Delbert C. Kegley - 1981

Toni E. Davidson - ND

Garneda F. Goodwin - 1958

Patricia H. Deaton - 1971

Billie Jean Stafford - 1981

Larry E. Deters - ND

Billy Ray James - 1958

James Fredrick Johnson - 1971

James Trent Terry - 1981

Paris Ferguson - ND

Kathryn L. McGlone - 1958

Mary Kathryn McGlothlin - 1971

Diana L. Tillett - 1981

Joyce M. Grymes - ND

Glenna D. Thompson - 1959

Clinton L. Walker - 1971

Harold David Wooten - 1981

Lonnie Wallace Howerton - ND

Mildred W. Arnett - 1962

Cathy A. Agin - 1972

Charles V. Hobbs - 1982

John C. Lemke - ND

James Fred Hill - 1962

Patricia M. Nunley - 1972

Michael Dale Binion - 1983

Marvin E. Mayhall - ND

Larry D. Waggoner - 1962

Cassandra M. Adkins - 1974

Thomas Edward Benedict - 1984

Doris McDowell - ND

Paul Raymond Fields - 1963

Billie A. Bocard - 1974

Ralph Daniel Jordan - 1985

Anne Lucy Roberts - ND

Henry Franklin McGuire - 1963

Morris Bradley Gahafer - 1974

Bobbie E. Simon - 1986

Virgil Vanover - ND

Ann B. Robbins - 1963

Marie Baugess Jordan - 1974

Russell Leon Zornes - 1987

Hattie Bear*

Betty H. Salisbury - 1963

Bruce Bissmeyer - 1975

Patricia R. Dubose - 1988

Jewell S. Boyd*

Gene Triplett - 1963

James S. Blackwell - 1975

John R. Powers - 1989

Ivan E. Branham*

Benjamin M. Frye - 1964

Janice B. Ledford - 1975

Casey Shane Seithers - 1991

Roscoe Eldridge*

Vernon Ray Fuson - 1964

Donald Andrew Liles - 1975

Carol Renee’ Bond - 1992

Broadus B. Jackson*

Edward P. Keslar - 1964

Deborah L. Martin - 1975

Judy Lynn Bowling - 1992

Sandy L. Johnson*

Edward Alvin Moon - 1964

Gregory K. Swinford - 1975

Crystal Dawn Hatfield - 1994

Emma G. Markwell*

Joe S. Wells - 1964

Reuben Brent Higgins - 1976

Lynn Paul Goodman - 1996

Edith Moore*

John Michael Buccino - 1965

Vonda Kay North - 1976

Suzanne Voss Sexton - 2000

Rose Orlich*

Linda Rae Burke - 1965

Terry J. Collins - 1977

Ada Ruth Hughes - 2001

Charlie I. Riggs*

Wendell Lloyd Johnson - 1966

Sammy Douglas Gullett - 1977

Crystal D. Love - 2001

Ray Roberts*

Edith H. Noe - 1938

To make a gift in memory of one or more of these individuals, call the
Office of Alumni Relations & Development at 800-783-ALUM or visit www.moreheadstate.edu/giving.
ND = Non-degree | * = Employee/Retiree
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